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1st September 2018 

 

To   Committee,    the murder of babies in the womb and full term babies. 

 

Do find enclosed submission about the murder of babies in the womb and full term babies.  All I got 
back from Annastacia Palaszczuk so far is the guidelines to murder more babies and no writing toward 
helping the babies throughout their life, or helping the mothers and fathers.  She thinks she has privilege 
to discuss it and murder, and of course, she and others don’t.  Same for the others states and territory’s 
in Australia and other countries. 

 

Who or what has been going around earth doing this.  How far back was that ‘murder of babies’ word 
started?  Past, present, future.  In Australia, who or what.  How far back in the other countries, who or 
what.  As I have already written, some seeds are not to be sewn.   

They talk of health.  That murdering babies in womb and full term babies won’t harm anyone, but of 
course it does, dead babies who are not to be murdered and a wrecked lady.  They are telling lies, false 
talk, and.  They are murders and murderesses.  One does not feed that ever.  There is definitely 
something wrong with those persons who keep trying to push it.  The other states/territories in Australia 
and in the other countries will have to stop it to.   

 irreligious, idolistic, idealistic regimes in this country don’t give a dam, never have, never will.  
It’s been going on here in Australia for hundreds of years, murder, rape, suppessionism, wrong 
personality, wrong identity, lies, deceit, and             

The Ten Commandments are not archaic commandments.  People can’t go around doing what they like.  
Can’t write and talk murder, or lots of things. 

 

Kathy Smith  

 

 

 

 

Telephone   

Email     
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24 August 2018 

 

To   Annastacia Palaszczuk, 

 

I would like to speak to the Queensland Parliament in Parliament about this murder of babies.  It is what 
some people call abortion.  A letter is attached.  Do read it, won’t you.  No murder of any babies is 
allowed.  I wait your reply. 

 

Kathy Smith 

 

 

  

Telephone:   

Email:       
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1st September, 2018 

 

To  Annastacia Palaszczuk 

 

The reply about the murder of babies won’t do.  I watched the Parliamentary committee talk.  People 
were asking questions and having to know things and were being told, ‘it isn’t within the guidelines’, 
over and over again.  Everyone has to ask questions and have a right to know.  It had better not happen 
again.   

Where did you get this so called privilege, to talk about murdering babies, from?  You can tell everyone 
in Parliament, and the general public to, because I/we have to know.  You don’t have any privilege to 
murder babies. 

I read that there could have been 10,000 to 14,000 babies in Queensland murdered last year.  65,000 in 
Australia last year.  Some babies in the womb and some full term.  Proper count is said not to done 
properly, but someone has been trying to keep count.  There are not 65,000 ill mothers to be in 
Australia is there.  It is all lies, false, and, and it is not allowed, never is allowed and never will be 
allowed.  I didn’t see 65,000 funerals in Australia, what has happened to the babies.  The full term 
babies, what is happening there?  Where are all the babies?  You can tell everyone in Parliament that to.  
I/we, the general public have to know. 

Who and what have been talking to, to go around murdering babies.  Annastacia Palaszczuk can answer 
that in Parliament to.  I/we the general public have to know. 

Annastacia Palaszczuk must know that she is not allowed to murder babies in the womb, nor full term. 

Annastacia Palaszczuk can answer in Parliament.  So have the other states. 

 

From 

Kathy Smith 

 

 

 

 

Telephone   

Email:  
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3 August 2018 

 

We are not alone.   

 

It is totally illegal to contemplate murder of anyone.  Abortion is not a debate or whatever to discuss.  If 
anyone thinks to kill a person, animal they can be put in jail.  No parliament has that privilege either.  
None of us have.  Because you think you have, parliament hasn’t any sort of privilege, you are on 
attempted murder charges and murder charges. 

 

Abortion is not a debate.  Thou Shalt Not Kill is in the TEN COMMANDMENTS and that is what we are 
here to do – not kill. 

 

There is a lot of heathenism around.  The Australian government is an idolistic, idealistic regime and is 
discussing in Canberra not to talk of the Lord’s Prayer nor the BIBLE.  This is not allowed.  We are not 
alone.  

 

Abortion is not allowed at all.  It is murder and what it is now in Australia and other places where it is 
being done is not allowed.  It has to be no abortion/s at all. 

 

This rot about choice is a ploy, a con, a falsity.  Trying to change someone’s mind from the correct 
COMMANDMENTS, which is no abortions, and against the THO SHALT NOT KILL COMMANDMENT, is 
murder. 

 

The ploy that a baby has no pain, or whatever excuse it is, to get people thinking the wrong thing is not 
allowed either.  One has to be careful of brainwashing, mesmerizing trance like states, hypnotism, 
threats, sneaks, money making rackets, arts and science, experiments, mind control, serial killers, 
psychopaths, sick people , liars, cons.  There are a lot of things and manipulations that we don’t know 
about. 

 

If you don’t like babies, quite plainly, shut up, don’t go near them, don’t touch and keep away and don’t 
harm them.  We don’t know a lot about anything, just feeding a baby we could be doing damage and we 
have to be careful around babies and try not to harm. 

 

Abortion is unnecessary anyway. 
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I can’t understand the mentality where you call for donations and help for early babies, sick babies, 
babies, upset on miscarriage, stillbirths but can turn around and discuss abortion, and have the wrong 
thing around.  Murdering them.  Can’t understand it at all. 

 

The TEN COMMANDMENTS are there to help out and everybody must work out how to help – not kill, 
maim, manipulate, or the wrong thing.  We are supposed to be caring, have a heart, and help. 

 

Advise, advice.  Don’t kill, don’t murder. 

 

The baby, the lady needs help.  The males to.  We are not alone.  People’s attitudes, mentality have to 
change from vicious, maliciousness, foul mouths, and wrong ideas.  You are only having a baby which 
has been going on for a long time and will continue.  An innocent one, multiple birth.  Some horrible 
things are around to change the way we have babies, even with animals, and it is not allowed. 

 

This irreligious, antichrist, money making rackets, ploy con, brainwashing, assaults, wrong identity, 
wrong personality and threats, there is a lot I/we don’t know about, is never allowed. 

 

A person who kills a baby in the and out of the womb is sick, suspect serial killer, psychopath, wrong, 
murderess, murderer, experimentalist.  They have something wrong with them.  We would have to let 
every murderer, murderess, out of jail.  With what we have in Australia, on abortion, why is there 
anyone in jail for murder.  You can’t sit there and tell me nor anyone else that isn’t murder.  What are 
ya.  Be careful of the seeds that you sew.  None to be sewn on abortion.   We are not alone.  There isn’t 
anyone who can handle abortion anyway. 

 

It is very difficult to have a baby.  Where is the help?  Look after them all their lives and ourselves.  Some 
people are not allowed to help their children.  There are a lot of unscrupulous people, animals, whatever 
around to stop them from functioning to help the children and themselves.  Child thieves, art and 
science, liars and cheats and sneaks.  We are not alone. 

 

The mentality of killing baby in the womb and out of the womb.  How could anyone do it?  You’re the 
baby in the womb, just out the womb, and someone is coming to kill you.  Who or what has gotten to 
you, into you. 

 

Trying to shift everyone off the TEN COMMANDS.  Who or what, how, is attempting this. 
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What goes on in abortion?  What happens to the baby?  Money making rackets, arts and science, 
experiments, cannibalism, threats, germs, infertility, illnesses – who knows.  Not healthy, not a medical 
procedure at all.  Someone is running around - ‘medical, health’. 

 

How do women get pregnant? 

 

Plainly and simply why kill a baby in the womb, or full term baby.  Some come early, late but they are ok. 

 

I hear the Arts and Science, physicists, a lot of people reckon the CREATOR OF HEAVEN AND EARTH, 
JESUS CHRIST don’t exist.  That one is not allowed.  We are not allowed to tell and teach that at all.  The 
BIBLE – just a book, they are wrong.  Everybody has to prove it, prove it, prove it. 

 

This heathen attempt, the LORD’S PRAYER not to be said in Parliament and places.  Who or what is 
voicing out and trying to arrange what. 

 

Public nuisances.  Tell everyone all about it.  The TEN COMMANDMENTS is not what someone, 
whatever, wants, apparently. 

 

Where are the Judges, Magistrates, QC’s, solicitors, speaking out?  A Law Reform Commission even 
contemplating abortions at all.  We have to help the babies, mothers, fathers.  Get that sorted out.  That 
is what is to be talked about - not kill, kill, kill. 

 

Medically speaking we all know that abortion is not ok. 

 

Who or what have you been talking to? 
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